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EXPLANATION OF MATERIAL TRANSMITTED:

This transmittal publishes BLBA PM Chapter 2-303, Diary Action Screen. It replaces the current chapter in full. This Chapter emphasizes that most Diary Action Codes are now mandatory. Some that had been optional, such as the overpayment codes, are now mandatory. There are a number of new codes, and some others have been redefined. Definitions are found in the text of the chapter.

Previous editions of this chapter included a statement that optional codes could be redefined by District Offices or National Office for management purposes. This statement has been removed, and the use of optional codes for a purpose other than their intended purpose is discouraged.

Claim Call-up, Claim Notes, and the MIS screens, which were non-existent when the previous chapters were published, are now the proper methods for management tracking and control.

The new codes include:

906  Start only (reinstated only for BSRP/PCS)
910S Start End
910SR Start only
910SX Start only
929C Start End
929PC Start End
929PX Start only
929S Start End
929SC Start End
929SR Start only
929SX Start only
929X Start only
971M Start only
1078L Start End
1078A Start End
1078X Start End
CLOSE Start only
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